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Lübecker Hafen-Gesellschaft 
and leogistics: digitalized  
billing processes for  
increased transparency  
Lübecker Hafen-Gesellschaft mbH (LHG) is Germany‘s largest port operator 
for rolling cargo on the Baltic Sea. LHG‘s terminals offer more than 90 depar-
tures a week to 20 partner ports worldwide. Modern IT systems are essential 
to guarantee customers optimal transport conditions 365 days a year. In 
order to maintain its high quality standards, the company decided to ent-
rust leogistics GmbH with the replacement and modernization of its current 
logistics software with the yard management solution leogistics d.s.c. after a 
large and extensive tender.  

With increasing cargo throughput and more complex logistical processes in 
the port, the requirements for logistics software also grew. In the process, 
the outdated accounting processes in Lübeck became more and more of a 
problem. In the past, LHG did a lot of its accounting manually. This meant that 
day-to-day operations could not always be carried out optimally and there was 
friction in operational processing. In addition, the manual completion of order 
forms was time-consuming, costly and personnel-intensive.  

By opting for the leogistics d.s.c. software, LHG laid the foundation for replacing 
the LHG Group‘s current logistics solution (IHS 2.0) on a staggered basis ac-
cording to business processes and implementing a more modern standardized 
tool. The first step has been taken: LHG is now using the module of the leogis-
tics invoicing program productively for seaward processes. Customers are now 
able to create orders electronically and enter data such as the number of freight 
units, type of packaging and delivery date. This means that invoicing takes place 
almost in real time, is less error-prone and the process is more harmonious. 

Year of foundation: 1934  

Number of employees: over 700 incl. 

affiliates  

Weekly departures: over 90  

RoRo terminals: 4  

RoRo jetties: 18  

Handling/storage area: approx. 165 ha  

Thereof covered storage: approx. 32 ha  
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High demands on the new digital billing  
system  

At the heart of the requirements for an IT solution for LHG was a modern order 
and billing management system based on a standard yard solution. A special 
role was played by a new digital order form to be introduced, as well as the 
differences between seaward and landside billing of services in the port. This 
resulted in the following complex target picture.  

LHG‘s customers were to be able to place orders for services to cargo units 
and track the status of the order via a web portal operated by the port compa-
ny. LHG wanted to be able to use a desktop application to check and process 
the orders received and approve or reject them for execution. To process and 
document work orders, a mobile app was to be used in the port itself. LHG, in 
turn, wanted to be able to check and process completed orders via the desk-
top application and release them for billing.   
 
The background to this is that seaward billing for services performed during a 
ship‘s call, such as unloading, loading, gate charging, pre-stowing, etc., is car-
ried out directly to the shipping companies. Port charges are also invoiced in 
this way. On the land side, the focus is on billing the owner of a freight unit for 
services not related to ships, e.g. unloading containers from trucks, accepting 
and loading new vehicles, storage, etc. The billing of the owner of a freight unit 
is also done in this way.   
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Finding solutions together with the help  
of workshops    

The core system for the new billing solution had already been created in a pre-
vious project. To secure this solution, the transfer of operational data from the 
LHG logistics system had to be clarified before the rough concept was drawn 
up. leogistics now further developed the system according to LHG‘s wishes. 
To this end, the partners jointly defined in several workshops the criteria accor-
ding to which the service materials would be invoiced.   

In the end, the most important criterion in LHG‘s decision in favor of leogistics 
d.s.c. was to map all billing steps digitally - the manual and paper-based effort 
was simply too great in the past. Today, the integration of the leogistics d.s.c. 
billing solution creates a link to the existing Terminal Operating System (IHS 
2.0) and the LHG Group‘s current SAP ERP installation, digitizing a previously 
manual process.   

leogistics d.s.c. vereint die unterschiedlichen 
Anforderungen 

Das vorhandene TOS der LHG übermittelt nun operative Daten zu Schiffsan-
läufen, Frachteinheiten und durchgeführten Leistungen an die leogistics d.s.c. 
Diese stellt Abrechnungsdaten der seeseitigen Aufträge der Lübecker Termi-
nals heute vollständig digital bereit. Die Abrechnungsabteilung der LHG prüft 
die Daten zu den Schiffsanläufen, bearbeitet sie gegebenenfalls und ergänzt 
fehlende Daten. Die bearbeiteten Schiffsbesuche verarbeitet das System, 

 „A major challenge of the project was to reconcile the interests of 

the different stakeholders. One must not forget that the seeming-

ly clear processes consist of complex sub-processes. Different 

stakeholders act in each sub-process. Making these multidimen-

sional processes run smoothly is an extensive task. “ 

Marco Mohr 

Projektleiter,

leogistics GmbH
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leogistics d.s.c. unites the different  
requirements   

The existing TOS of the LHG now transmits operational data on ship calls, 
freight units and services performed to leogistics d.s.c.. The latter now pro-
vides billing data for the seaborne orders of the Lübeck terminals completely 
digitally. The LHG‘s billing department checks the data on ship calls, edits it if 
necessary, and adds any missing data. The system processes the processed 
ship calls, creates digital billing documents and transfers them to Enterprise 
Resource Planning. This in turn creates sales orders and invoices from the 
documents. Information about shore-based services performed is taken from 
the new digital order form and transferred from a previous system to leogis-
tics d.s.c.. The mapping there takes place in yard documents, activities and a 
status.  

„The package of standard software solutions from leogistics 

GmbH offers a technically high-quality approach across all pro-

cesses. It has a structured modular design, an integrated solution 

for fast data flow, and the ability to make adjustments yourself 

at any time. Optimal planning, real-time information of process 

states and flexibility: these are precisely the factors that make a 

port ‚smart‘.“

Tom Patrik Österreich 

CIO - Lübecker Hafen- 

Gesellschaft mbH. 
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A look into the next project phases of the future   
 
Management, control and optimization of cargo units during the loading 
and unloading of ships as well as in the landside yard process with the 
gate infeed and outfeed, mapping and optimization of internal transfers of 
cargo units   

× Integration with the port railway project  

× Terminals with rail connection   

× Productive implementation of the optimization of the 
 rail-terminal transition   

× Connection of a crane and process optimizer at the KV t 
erminal Skandinavienkai  

× Traingate integration into the overall solution  

The result: fewer errors and higher speed with significantly reduced manual 
effort. The bottom line is that the LHG thus saves both time and money in the 
settlement of seaborne orders. In the future, the company will also digitize 
its landside billing processes and other sub-processes step by step using the 
digital order form. In addition to Yard Management, the introduction of the 
„leogistics Rail“ module is in the works. This will provide a solution approach 
for all modes of transport and application areas in the future. The full integra-
tion of the individual modes of transport plays an important role for the LHG.  



leogistics GmbH creates unique and future-proof logistics solutions for its clients. 

Quality, service and the ability to innovate are at the heart of everything we do. We 

challenge the status quo of supply chain management and, as strategic partners to our 

clients, prove time and again that it is possible to improve any process.

With our ideas and software offerings, we are transforming the world of transportation 

management as well as plant, rail and warehouse logistics. On our way, we leave well-

trodden standard paths wherever necessary and, together with our clients, redefine 

their supply chain operations from start to finish. With business process and applica-

tion consulting in the SAP environment on the one hand and myleo / dsc, our cloud 

platform for plant and transport logistics, on the other, we are already shaping the 

future of logistics today. In doing so, we draw on state-of-the-art technologies such as 

IoT, AI and machine learning.

leogistics GmbH is a subsidiary of cbs Corporate Business Solutions  

Unternehmensberatung GmbH and is part of the Materna Group. 

 

More information at leogistics.com
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